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ABSTRACT
Observations of coronal loops have identified several common loop characteristics, includ-
ing that loops appear to cool and have higher than expected densities. Two potential heating
scenarios have been suggested to explain these observations. One scenario is that the loops are
heated by a series of small-scale impulsive heating events, or nanoflares. Another hypothesis
is that the heating is quasi-steady and highly-stratified, i.e., “footpoint heating’. The goal of
this paper is to identify observables that can be used to differentiate between these two heating
scenarios. For footpoint heating, we vary the heating magnitude and stratification, for impul-
sive heating, we vary the heating magnitude. We use one-dimensional hydrodynamic codes
to calculate the resulting temperature and density evolution and expected lightcurves in four
channels of AIA and one channel of XRT. We consider two principal diagnostics: the time lag
between the appearance of the loop in two different channels, and the ratio of the peak intensi-
ties of the loop in the two channels. We find that 1) footpoint heating can predict longer time
lags than impulsive heating, 2) footpoint heating can predict zero or negative time lags, 3) the
intensity ratio expected from impulsive heating is confined to a narrow range, while footpoint
heating predicts a wider range of intensity ratios, and 4) the range of temperatures expected in
impulsive heating is broader than the range of temperatures expected in footpoint heating. This
preliminary study identifies observables that may be useful in discriminating between heating
models in future work.
Subject headings: Sun: corona — Sun: UV radiation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Solar coronal loops, first observed in soft X-ray wavelengths, were originally found to be long lived
and to have densities and temperatures consistent with steady, uniform heating (e.g., Rosner et al. 1978;
Porter & Klimchuk 1995). This picture, however, became much more complicated with new observations
made in the narrow passbands of extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) imagers. The properties of the EUV loops were
fundamentally different than those of the X-ray loops; their temperatures and densities did not agree with
predictions of steady heating models (e.g. Lenz et al. 1999; Aschwanden et al. 2000; Winebarger et al.
2003a). Instead, the loops were observed to “cool,” meaning appear in higher-temperature channels before
appearing in lower-temperature channels, though they still persisted longer than expected in a single channel
based on the calculated cooling time (e.g., Winebarger et al. 2003b; Winebarger & Warren 2005; Ugarte-
Urra et al. 2006; Mulu-Moore et al. 2011; Viall & Klimchuk 2012). Significant research of coronal loops
has taken place over the last three decades (see review by Reale 2014).
Almost immediately it was suggested that these loops were the result of a short bursts of heating
occurring on sub-resolution strands (Warren et al. 2002, 2003); such a heating scenario had previously been
investigated (Cargill et al. 1995; Cargill & Klimchuk 1997, 2004) as the natural outcome of the small-scale
reconnection events suggested by Parker (1972, 1983). This heating scenario is now commonly called a
“short nanoflare storm” (Klimchuk 2006). In the original short nanoflare storm model, an observed loop is a
bundle of strands. Each strand is heated impulsively and independently and then allowed to evolve with no
additional heating events. Because the heating window is relatively narrow, the loop will appear to evolve as
the sub-resolution strands evolve. In this original heating scenario, the strands were heated at low frequency,
meaning that time between heating events was at least as long as the cooling time of the plasma (e.g., Warren
et al. 2002). More recently, several studies have considered the impact of the frequency of heating events
in individual strands (Bradshaw et al. 2012; Bradshaw & Klimchuk 2015; Bradshaw & Viall 2016; Cargill
2014; Cargill et al. 2015).
Qualitatively, such low-frequency impulsive heating explains the characteristics of the observed loops
well. However, quantitative comparisons between the observations and models are lacking. In one such
comparison, Winebarger et al. (2003b) measured the light curve of a short isolated loop in two TRACE EUV
channels (195 A˚, sensitive to 1.5 MK plasma, and 171 A˚, sensitive to 1 MK plasma). Warren et al. (2003)
demonstrated that the light curve of this loop was well matched by the short nanoflare storm model (see
Figure 9 of Warren et al. 2003) with one exception. The modeled 171 A˚ channel intensities were too bright
by roughly 50%, implying that the rate at which the density decreased in the model was too slow. In another
attempt to model the loop evolution, Ugarte-Urra et al. (2006) followed a single loop from X-ray to EUV
images. They attempted to model the evolution with many different assumptions of loop length, radiative
loss functions, and heating functions. Regardless of the assumptions, they found they could not match the
evolution of the loop in both the X-ray and EUV channels; the observed loops cooled too slowly. Warren
et al. (2010) found the same discrepancy when modeling a different loop observed with many instruments.
Finally, a recent study of the evolution of loops in AIA found light curves that suggested that the plasma is
cooling to roughly 1 MK, then being re-heated to higher temperatures (Kamio et al. 2011).
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Subsequently, quasi-steady, highly-stratified heating, similar to what would be expected for dissipa-
tion of Alfve´n waves (Asgari-Targhi & van Ballegooijen 2012), was investigated to determine if it could
explain the properties of EUV loops (Klimchuk et al. 2010; Mikic´ et al. 2013; Lionello et al. 2013). Such
heating profiles may not produce steady state solutions; instead, it is found that the heating can drive ther-
mal non-equilibrium solutions to the hydrodynamic equations (Kuin & Martens 1982; Martens & Kuin
1983; Antiochos & Klimchuk 1991; Antiochos et al. 1999; Karpen et al. 2001, 2003; Mu¨ller et al. 2003,
2004; Karpen et al. 2006). Depending on the heating parameters and geometry of the loop, cold, dense
condensations can be periodically formed in the corona, subsequently sliding down the field lines into the
photosphere; such a phenomenon has been observed and is called coronal rain (e.g., Schrijver 2001; Antolin
et al. 2010, 2012, 2015). Klimchuk et al. (2010) argued against the possibility that highly-stratified heating
could explain EUV loop observations on the basis of 1D plasma simulations, stating that it fails to reproduce
the observed properties mentioned above. However, Mok et al. (2008, 2016) and Mikic´ et al. (2013) pre-
sented 3D and 1D plasma simulations showing that quasi-steady, footpoint heating can lead to the formation
of realistic looking loops. Lionello et al. (2013) showed that the properties of such simulated 3D loops
match the observed properties of EUV loops. Additionally, Peter et al. (2012) found that the light curves
shown in Kamio et al. (2011) can be explained by highly-stratified, footpoint heating. Froment et al. (2018)
completed an extensive parameter space study on three loop geometries and determined that only specific
combinations of geometry and heating profiles can drive thermal non-equilibrium;t in those cases, loops
appear and disappear in ways that are similar to observations. In cases where highly-stratified heating drives
thermal non-equilibrium, the loops would experience repeated thermal cycles if the heating and magnetic
field remain unchanged for many hours; such long-period “pulsations” have been observed (Auche`re et al.
2014, 2016; Froment et al. 2015, 2017) in isolated regions within solar active regions.
Both low-frequency impulsive and steady footpoint heating scenarios (and possibly many others) can
explain some of the key observed properties of coronal loops. In this paper, we investigate which observ-
ables may be used to discriminate between these two heating scenarios. We use a single loop geometry,
taken from Mikic´ et al. (2013), and vary the magnitude and stratification of the footpoint heating functions.
We also generate analogous low-frequency impulsive heating solutions with similar heating magnitudes.
We calculate the time lags and the relative intensities predicted for several EUV and one X-ray channel
combinations. From these simulations, we find that 1) footpoint heating can predict longer time lags than
impulsive heating in some channel pairs, 2) footpoint heating can predict zero or negative time lags in some
channel pairs, 3) the intensity ratio expected from impulsive heating is confined to a narrow range, while
footpoint heating predicts a wider range of intensity ratios, and 4) the range of temperatures expected in
impulsive heating is broader than the range of temperatures expected in footpoint heating. This is a prelimi-
nary study, using only a single loop geometry. In a future paper, we will consider how these conclusions are
impacted when many loops are included along the line of sight and we will include the predicted differential
emission measure (DEM) as an observable.
In Section 2, we describe the equations, assumptions, and geometry of all the simulations shown in
this paper. In Section 3, we compare a single footpoint-heated solution to an analogous impulsively-heated
solution. In Section 4, we compare the observables for footpoint-heated solutions of different heating mag-
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nitudes to analogous impulsively-heated solutions. In Section 5, we investigate how varying the stratification
of the heating impacts the footpoint-heated solutions and observables. In Section 6, we discuss these results.
2. DESCRIPTION OF SIMULATIONS
To calculate the evolution of these loops we rely on the Predictive Science one-dimensional hydrody-
namic model (Mikic´ et al. 2013). This model solves the following 1D hydrodynamic equations along the
length of a loop:
∂ρ
∂t
+
1
A
∂
∂s
(Aρv) = 0, (1)
ρ
(
∂v
∂t
+ v
∂v
∂s
)
= −∂p
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1
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(
Aνρ
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)
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[
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∂s
(
Aκ‖
∂T
∂s
)
− nenpQ(T ) +H(s, t)
]
, (3)
where s is the length along the loop, T , p, and v are the plasma temperature, pressure, and velocity, ne and
np are the electron and proton number density (assumed to be equal), and γ = 5/3 is the ratio of specific
heats. The mass density for the plasma is ρ = mpne, where mp is the proton mass. The plasma pressure
is p = 2nekT ; where k is Boltzmann’s constant. The gravitational acceleration projected along the loop
is gs = bˆ · g, where bˆ is the unit vector along the magnetic field B. The Spitzer thermal conductivity
coefficient is κ‖(T ) = C0T 5/2 [erg/cm/s/K], where C0 = 9× 10−7 in cgs units.
In the above equations,Q(T ) represents the radiative loss function. We use a the radiative loss function
derived from the CHIANTI (version 7.1) atomic database (Dere et al. 1997; Landi et al. 2013) with coronal
abundances (sun coronal ext.abund, Feldman et al. 1992; Landi et al. 2002; Grevesse & Sauval
1998) and the CHIANTI collisional ionization equilibrium model (Dere et al. 2009). Radiation is turned off
at chromospheric temperatures.
A uniform kinematic viscosity ν is used to damp out waves, and is made very small, corresponding to a
diffusion time L2/ν ∼ 2,000 hours. The small values of κ‖ at low temperatures produce very steep gradients
in temperature in the transition region that are difficult to resolve in numerical calculations. In order to
minimize the mesh resolution requirements, we have developed a special treatment of the thermal conduction
and radiative loss function to artificially broaden the transition region at low temperatures (Lionello et al.
2009) without significantly affecting the coronal solution (Mikic´ et al. 2013). The broadening has been
applied for temperatures less than 0.25 MK.
The loop geometry we consider in this research is extracted from the 3D simulation of Mok et al. (2005,
2008, 2016) and used in Section 7 of Mikic´ et al. (2013). The loop is extracted from a non-linear force-free
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Fig. 1.— The magnetic field (upper left), relative area (upper right) and height (lower left) as a function of
loop length define the geometry of the loop considered in this study. The initial stratified heating function
used in Mikic´ et al. (2013) is shown in the lower right panel.
field extrapolation of Active Region 7986 observed in late August 1996 (see Figures 15 and 16 in Mikic´
et al. (2013) for an image of this loop). The loop is 137 Mm long. The magnetic field strength, relative
cross sectional area (proportional to the inverse of the magnetic field strength), and height as a function of
position along the loop are shown in Figure 1. Note the loop is slightly asymmetric.
In Equation 3, H(s, t) is the coronal heating function. In this investigation, we use two different
heating functions, a steady, highly-stratified heating function and an impulsive, uniform heating function.
For our initial steady heating function, we use the heating function of Mikic´ et al. (2013), which is shown
in the lower right panel of Figure 1. For subsequent runs of footpoint heating, we change the magnitude or
stratification of this heating function.
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We define the impulsive heating function as
Himp(t) = Himp0
npulse∑
n=0
g(t− nτ) +Hback (4)
where Himp0 is the magnitude of the impulsive heating that is uniformly applied along the loop over a short
time and Hback is a small background heating, also applied uniformly to insure that the temperature never
goes to 0. In Equation 4, τ is the time between heating events and npulse is the number of pulses in the
simulation. We chose the heating events to be evenly spaced in time, so the total number of pulses is the
total simulation time divided by τ . The time dependence of the impulsive heating event, g(t), is a triangular
pulse defined as
g(t) = t/δ 0 < t ≤ δ (5)
g(t) = (2δ − t)/δ δ < t ≤ 2δ (6)
g(t) = 0 t < 0 or t > 2δ (7)
where 2δ is the total duration of the impulsive heating. The duration of the impulsive heating event does not
greatly impact the expected intensities in the channels we are simulating as long as it is much less than the
cooling time of the plasma. For all impulsive heating simulations in this paper, 2δ = 174 s and Hback =
1.6× 10−5 ergs cm−3 s−1. The average heating per pulse over each period, τ , is thus Hback + δHimp0/τ .
3. EXAMPLE SIMULATIONS AND OBSERVABLES
In this section, we present an example of a highly-stratified simulation (shown previously in Mikic´
et al. 2013) and a comparable impulsive heating simulation. We then use these two example simulations to
introduce the observables that will be measured for the larger parameter study.
3.1. Footpoint Heating
The simulation originally shown in Mikic´ et al. (2013) forms the basis for much of the subsequent
simulations in this paper. The geometry and heating function are shown in Figure 1. The temperature and
density as a function of time and distance along the loop that result from this heating are shown in Figure 2.
The temperature and density evolution imply that the loop is in thermal non-equilibrium (TNE). We focus
on the simulation between 12 and 24 hours, which allows for enough time after the start of the simulations
for the initial conditions to not impact our conclusions.
We find the average apex values of the temperature and density by averaging over the top 10% of the
loop. These values are shown in Figure 3 for hours 12 through 24 of the simulation. The maximum and
minimum apex temperatures of this simulation are 3.2 MK and 1.6 MK. The maximum and minimum apex
densities are 1.9×109 cm−3 and 8.4×108 cm−3.
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Fig. 2.— The temperature and density evolution for the example footpoint heating simulation.
Another concept we will discuss in this paper is the cycle time of the footpoint heating simulations. For
thermal non-equilibrium solutions, we expect the solution to cycle, or repeat, at some time scale depending
on the heating profile and geometry of the loop. We define the cycle time as the average time between local
minima in the apex temperature. The local minima are shown in Figure 3 as crosses. The average cycle time
of this simulations is 3.17 hours. Later, we compare this cycle time to the cooling time of impulsive heating
simulations. Note that there is an offset between the minima in the apex temperature and the minima in the
apex density. In the right panel of Figure 3, the time of local minima in temperature, shown as crosses, are
offset from the time of the local minima in density, shown as asterisks. In Figure 6, we show the evolution
of the apex temperature and density between the two dashed lines in Figure 3. This is from the minimum
temperature in one cycle to the density minimum in the next cycle. The total time of the simulation shown
in Figure 6 is slightly longer than one cycle.
3.2. Impulsive Heating
Next, we want to complete an impulsive heating simulation that has the same average heating rate as
the footpoint heating simulation for comparison. There are many ways to choose the parameters of the
impulsive heating solution. This is not meant to be a full search of the possible parameter space; we pick
one (typical) solution that is comparable to the footpoint heated solution.
The power in the footpoint heating function, PFP, can be found from
PFP =
∫ smax
0
HFP0(s)A(s)ds [ergs s
−1] (8)
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Fig. 3.— The apex temperature and density for the example footpoint heating simulation. The dashed lines
show slightly more than a single cycle, from a minimum in the temperature evolution to the minimum in the
density evolution. This cycle is compared to the impulsive heating cycle in Figure 6. Crosses show the time
when the temperature is at a minimum, asterisks show the time the apex density is at a minimum.
where HFP0(s) is the initial volumetric heating rate as a function of position along the loop and A(s) is the
cross sectional area; both are shown in Figure 1. For impulsive heating, the total energy input of a single
heating pulse can be found from
Eimp =
∫ 2δ
0
∫ smax
0
Himp(t)A(s)dsdt [ergs] (9)
Eimp = Himp0δ
∫ smax
0
A(s)ds (10)
whereHimp(t) is defined by Equations 4 and 7 and we have ignored the small contribution of the background
heating.
Next we want to find the Himp0 so that the total power in both the impulsive and footpoint simulations
are the same. We want the impulsive heating to be infrequent or sporadic, such that the loop has an oppor-
tunity to fully cool to background levels (e.g., 0.5 MK). We define the time it takes from the initial heating
event until the loop returns to background levels as τ , or the cooling time. We can then relate the power in
the footpoint simulation to the energy of the impulsive heating simulation through
PFP = Eimp/τ, (11)
which can be written as
Himp0/τ =
∫ smax
0 HFP0(s)A(s)ds
δ
∫ smax
0 A(s)ds
. (12)
In this equation, the terms on the right-hand side except for δ are the footpoint heating function and the
geometry of the loop, defined in our initial simulation. The duration of the heating is chosen as 2δ = 174 s.
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Fig. 4.— The temperature and density evolution for the example impulsive heating simulation.
The terms on the left-hand side of the equation are free parameters. The cooling time, τ , will depend
on the impulsive heating magnitude Himp. We iteratively adjusted Himp0 and τ until the minimum apex
temperature of the solution was approximately 0.5 MK, the apex temperature associated with the background
heating rate. For the original footpoint heating function, the values ofHimp0 and τ are 3.16×10−2 ergs cm−3
s−1 and 1 hour, respectively.
The hydrodynamic solution for this impulsive heating function is shown in Figure 4. The average
apex quantities are shown in Figure 5. Note that this solution cycles much more rapidly than the footpoint
solution, but this is entirely artificial since we have chosen the solution to cycle at the cooling time, τ , or
1 hour. The range of apex temperatures are 0.48 to 7.3 MK and the range of apex densities are 6.8×108 -
1.6×109 cm−3. These values for both the footpoint and impulsive heating solutions are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Footpoint vs Impulsive Heating Results
Footpoint Impusive
Temperature Range 1.6 - 3.2 MK 0.48 - 7.3 MK
Density Range 8.4×108 - 1.9×109 cm−3 6.8×108 - 1.6×109 cm−3
Cycle Time/Cooling Time 3.17 hours 1 hour
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Fig. 5.— The apex temperature and density for the example impulsive heating simulation.
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Fig. 6.— Example temperature and density evolution of the footpoint (left) and impulsive (right) heating
simulation. For the footpoint solution, we are showing slightly more than a single cycle, from the temper-
ature minimum of one cycle to the density minimum. For the impulsive heating solution, the temperature
and density minima roughly coincide.
3.3. Identifying Observables
Hydrodynamic solutions for low-frequency, impulsive heating and highly-stratified heating that result
in thermal non-equilibrium share some important similarities, allowing them both to qualitatively match the
observed properties of loops. In both cases the plasma goes from high temperatures to cool temperatures.
However, despite the fact that the two example simulations have the same average power, the different
location and temporal evolution of the heating produce temperature and density evolutions that are quite
distinct. For comparison, the apex temperature and density evolution for a single cycle of footpoint and
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Fig. 7.— AIA response functions for the 335, 211, 193, and 171 A˚ channels and the XRT Be-thin response
function.
impulsive heating simulations are shown in Figure 6.
The first thing to note is that the cycle time of the footpoint heating solutions is much longer than the
cooling time of an impulsively heated loop. The cycle time is 3.17 hours, while the cooling time is 1 hour.
The maximum and minimum temperatures reached are also quite different. The impulsive heating solution
reaches temperatures greater than 7 MK and returns to ambient temperatures (roughly 0.5 MK), while the
footpoint solution cycles between a maximum temperature of 3.2 MK and a minimum temperature of 1.6
MK. Hence the impulsive heating solution goes through a wider range of temperatures and goes through
them more quickly than does the footpoint solution. This difference in the temperature evolution ought to
manifest itself in the time delays between images or spectral intensities sensitive to different temperature
plasma.
Another difference between footpoint and impulsive heating solutions is the behavior of the density
evolution. For impulsive heating, the density peaks roughly when the cooling switches from being domi-
nated by conduction to being dominated by radiation. The density then first decreases slowly, then rapidly,
throughout the rest of the evolution. In the footpoint heating solution, the density increases slowly while
the temperature decreases. The peak of the density occurs just before the loop cools rapidly at the end of
the cycle. The evolution of the density should impact the relative intensity in the emission between various
channels.
Based on the above behavior, we suggest that delay times of the appearance of the loop between hot
and cool channels (i.e., the time lag), as well as the relative intensity in the different channels, may be able
to discriminate between the two heating scenarios. To demonstrate this, we use the apex temperature and
density values and calculate the emergent intensity of the loop in four EUV channels from Solar Dynam-
ics Observatory’s Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA, Lemen et al. 2012) and one X-ray channel from
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Fig. 8.— The light curve of the apex of the loop in Hinode XRT Be-thin and four AIA channels for one
cycle of the example footpoint heated simulation. The bottom right panel shows the normalized light curves
for all channels.
Hinode’s X-Ray Telescope (XRT; Golub et al. 2007) using the equation
Ich(t) =
∫
n(t)2Rch(T (t))ds (13)
where Rch is the response function of the channel (see Figure 7) and ds is the depth of the loop. Previous
studies have found that loops are 1-2 Mm wide (Aschwanden 2005; Aschwanden et al. 2008). We use 1 Mm
as the depth in this study. Note that we are assuming this is the line-of-sight depth of the loop at the apex.
Because the cross sectional area in the loop expands, this implies the loop is much narrower at the footpoints.
The calculated light curves for a single cycle are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for footpoint and impulsive
heating simulations, respectively. As expected, in both simulations, the hotter channels (i.e., XRT Be-thin
and AIA 335 A˚) precede the cooler channels in the light curves.
The time delay between different channels has been measured several different ways, such as the dif-
ference in the time of the peak of the light curve in different channels or the difference in time when the
light curve rises above half the maximum intensity. More recently, Viall & Klimchuk (2012) used the IDL
C CORRELATE function to determine the time delay. This function calculates the cross correlation value
as a function of the time lag. Viall & Klimchuk (2012) took the time lag with the highest cross-correlation
value. When processing the data, Viall & Klimchuk (2012) selected a window of time (2-12 hours) and
allowed for time lags of up to ± 2 hours.
In this paper, we are considering ideal solutions that have multiple cycles. If we took a similar 12 hour
light curve, it is just as likely, for instance, for the XRT Be-thin peak of one cycle to be correlated with the
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Fig. 9.— The light curve of the apex of the loop in Hinode XRT Be-thin and four AIA channels for one cycle
of the example impulsive heating simulation. The bottom right panel shows the normalized light curves for
all channels.
AIA 171 A˚ peak of the previous cycle as it is to be correlated with the peak of the next cycle. Hence, we only
consider the light cures of a single cycle of the solutions and allow time lags within that limit. This implies
that the time lags will always be less than the cycle time. The time lags for these two example simulations
are given in Table 2. We also calculate the ratio between the maximum intensity in each channel in the light
curves. The ratios of those two intensities are also given in Table 2.
Comparing the time lags from the footpoint and impulsive heating solutions, we find the time lags cal-
culated from the footpoint solution tend to be much longer than the time lags calculated from the impulsive
heating solution when comparing channels sensitive to significantly different temperatures. For instance, the
Be-thin-A171 channel pair have a predicted time lag of 4,230 s for the footpoint heated solution and 2,760
s for the impulsive heated solution. The time delays are much closer when comparing two channels with
similar temperatures; for instance, the A211-A171 channel pair predict almost identical time lags (780 s vs
630 s). It is interesting to note that the footpoint-heated solution predicts a time lag of 0 in the A193-A171
channel pair, even though the A171 intensity peaks after the A193 intensity, as seen in the lower right panel
of Figure 8. This is because the solution never cools through the 193 or 171 A˚ passband; the minimum
temperature the solution reaches is 1.6 MK. The resulting light curve in A171 is broad, with the highest
cross-correlation coefficient with the A193 light curve at a time delay of 0 s. The intensity ratios for the Be-
thin to AIA channels tend to be larger in the footpoint-heated solutions, while the intensity ratios between
the AIA channels tend to be larger in the impulsively-heated solution. We completed identical analyses for
every loop simulated in this study.
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Fig. 10.— The different steady heating functions used in this section.
4. VARYING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE HEATING
In this section, we vary the magnitude of the heating in both footpoint and impulsive heating simula-
tions to determine the effect such a change has on the observables.
4.1. Footpoint heating
The goal of this section is to investigate how changing the magnitude of the heating impacts the solu-
tions of the hydrodynamic equations for footpoint heating. We vary the magnitude of the heating by simply
taking the original heating function, shown in Figure 1, and multiplying it by a factor, i.e.,
HFP(s) =MHFP0(s) (14)
where HFP0(s) is the original heating function and M is a multiplier that we vary between 0.5 and 2.5. The
heating functions we use in this section are shown in Figure 10.
It is interesting to examine how changing the magnitude of the heating, but not the stratification, im-
pacts the temperature and density of the solution. These are shown in Figures 11. The apex values of the
temperature and density (calculated over the upper 10% of the loop) are shown in Figure 12. For each sim-
ulation, we show slightly more the one cycle of data (from the minimum apex temperature to the minimum
apex density) and we shift the solutions to all start at the same time.
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Fig. 11.— A comparison of the temperature (top row) and density (bottom row) evolution for various
heating magnitudes in footpoint heating simulations. Note that this does not show the evolution for all
heating magnitudes considered in this paper.
For all heating magnitudes, we find the solutions are in thermal non-equilibrium with incomplete con-
densations. In general, the magnitudes of the temperature, density, and cycle period increase for higher
heating magnitudes. Comparing the evolution of the apex values in Figure 12, we see that the maximum
values for the temperature and density increase, but the minimum values for the temperature and density
increase as well.
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Fig. 12.— Apex temperature and density values for different heating magnitudes in footpoint heating simu-
lations. We are showing slightly more than one cycle of the solution (from a minimum in apex temperature
to the minimum in apex density). We have shifted the solutions to start at the same time.
4.2. Impulsive Heating
In this section, we show the solutions to the hydrodynamic equations for impulsive heating. We vary
the magnitude of heating in the same way as for the thermal non-equilibrium solution, i.e., by multiplying
the original heating function by a factor, M , and calculating the resulting impulsive-heating parameters, i.e.,
Himp0/τ =
∫ smax
0 MHFP0(s)A(s)ds
δ
∫ smax
0 A(s)ds
. (15)
We find that τ = 1 hr is an acceptable time for all solutions to return to ∼ 0.5 MK. The resulting Himp0
for each value of M are given in Table 3. The duration of the heating, 2δ = 174 s, is the same for all
simulations.
The resulting temperature and density evolutions of the simulations are shown in Figures 13 for each
M . The apex values are shown in Figure 14. The (artificial) cycle times are the same for all simulations
(by design). The maximum temperature and density of the simulations increase as the magnitudes of the
impulsive heating event increase.
4.3. Observables
In the above two subsections, we calculated a series of solutions to the hydrodynamic equations with
different magnitudes of heating. For all cases, the maximum temperature achieved in each simulation in-
creased with heating magnitude; a comparison is shown in the left panel of Figure 15. The minimum and
maximum temperatures of the footpoint-heated solutions are shown with stars, and those of the impulsively-
heated solutions are shown with triangles. For the footpoint-heated solution, the minimum temperature in-
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Fig. 13.— A comparison of the temperature (top row) and density (bottom row) evolution for various
heating magnitudes in impulsive heating simulations. Note that this does not show the evolution for all
heating magnitudes considered in this paper.
creases slightly as well. For the impulsively-heated solution, the minimum temperature is roughly 0.5 MK,
which we used to define the reheat time. A similar pattern can be seen in the minimum and maximum apex
density, shown in the middle panel of Figure 15.
At least for this series of simulations, only the impulsive heating shows very hot (> 4 MK) plasma. The
observation of very hot plasma may be a discriminator between the two mechanisms. Another distinction
is the cycle time shown in the right panel of Figure 15. All impulsively-heated solutions completed a full
cycle (i.e., the apex temperature dropped to ∼ 0.5 MK) in 1 hour. For footpoint-heated solutions, the cycle
time varied between 2.4 and 3.4 hours. We can conclude from this series of simulations that cycles from the
footpoint solutions are much longer than the cooling time of a plasma heated by simple impulsive heating.
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Fig. 14.— Apex temperature and density values for different heating magnitude in impulsive heating simu-
lations for a single cycle of heating.
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Fig. 15.— A comparison of the minimum and maximum temperatures (left) and density (center) for the
footpoint (star) and impulsive (triangle) simulations as a function of the heating magnitude multiplier. The
cycle time of the footpoint heated solutions are shown in the right panel.
Next, we take the apex temperature and density and fold it through the XRT Be-thin and four AIA
channel response functions, shown in Figure 7. We calculate the time lag in the light curves between each
channel pair and the ratio of the peak intensity in the light curves for each pair. We show these results in
Figures 16 and 17. The time lags and intensity ratios are shown as a function of the energy multiplier, M .
The footpoint-heated solutions are shown with stars and the impulsively-heated solutions are shown with
triangles.
Like the example simulation discussed in detail in Section 3, there are channel pairs where footpoint
heating predicts much longer time lags than impulsive heating. This is particularly clear when looking at
the Be-thin-A193 and Be-thin-A171 channel pairs. For instance, for the Be-thin-A193 channel pair, the
range of time lags predicted by impulsive heating is 1,950- 2,580 s, while the range of time lags predicted
by footpoint heating is 3,270-4,350 s. For cooler channel pairs, there is more overlap in the predicted time
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Fig. 16.— Time lags for the different channel combinations and different heating magnitudes. The footpoint
solutions are shown with stars, the impulsive heating solutions are shown with triangles.
lags. For instance, in the A211-A171 channel pair, at some energies footpoint heating predicts higher time
lags, while at others impulsive heating predicts higher time lags. At all energies, the time lags are roughly
in the same range. Footpoint heating can predict time lags of 0 or negative time lags, as shown in the A211-
A171 and A193-A171 channel pairs. As explained in Section 3, this occurs when the solution does not cool
completely through the temperature response of the passband.
When comparing the intensity ratios (Figure 17), we find that for impulsively-heated solutions, the ratio
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Fig. 17.— The ratio of the peak intensity (Channel 2 / Channel 1) for the different channel combinations and
different heating magnitudes. The footpoint solutions are shown with stars, the impulsive heating solutions
are shown with triangles.
of intensity in the cooler, narrow channels (AIA 171, 193, and 211 A˚) is almost independent of the heating
magnitude. For footpoint-heated solutions, the ratio varies more significantly.
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Fig. 18.— The footpoint heating functions for different values of α. The integrated energy is constant, while
the stratification is varied.
5. VARYING THE STRATIFICATION OF THE HEATING
In this section, we vary the stratification of the footpoint heating, while keeping the magnitude constant
at the value of the original footpoint simulation, discussion in Section 3.1. We cannot vary the impulsive
heating solution in a analogous way, hence we compare the results to a single impulsive heating simulation
with the same total power, i.e., the one shown in Section 3.2.
5.1. Footpoint heating
To vary the heating stratification, while keeping the total energy deposited along the loop the same, we
raise the original heating function, HFP0(s), to an exponent, α, i.e.,
HFP(s) = HFP0(s)
α
( ∫
A(s)HFP0(s)ds∫
A(s)HFP0(s)αds
)
(16)
where A(s) is the area along the loop. We vary α from 0 - 2.8. Note that for α = 0, the heating along the
loop is uniform. The heating functions for different α are shown in Figure 18.
The resulting temperature and density evolutions are shown in Figures 19 for different α. The apex
values are shown in Figure 20. For α = 0, the heating is uniform, so the temperature and density quickly go
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Fig. 19.— A comparison of the temperature (top row) and density (bottom row) evolution for various
heating stratifications in footpoint heating simulations. Note that this does not show the evolution for all
heating stratifications considered in this paper.
to a steady-state solution soon after the start of the simulation. As α increases, the cycle time of the solution
decreases. At large values of α, the solution approaches a steady state again. This can be understood by
the inherent asymmetry of the heating and geometry. As these large α, the asymmetry grows and a sizable
syphon flow develops between the two footpoints.
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Fig. 20.— Apex temperature and density values for different heating stratifications in footpoint heating
simulations.
5.2. Observables
The maximum and minimum apex temperature and density and the cycle times are shown as stars
for the footpoint heated solutions in Figure 21. The comparable values for the single impulsive heating
solution are shown as dashed lines. As discussed above and further demonstrated in this plot, TNE solutions
only exist for a small range of α. For small α (near-uniform heating, α < 0.5) there is no difference
in the minimum and maximum temperature or density. We do not show a cycle time for these values
of α. Additionally, for very large α, the solutions cycle very quickly between two almost identical apex
temperature and density values. Only for the median range of α establishes a TNE solution. The maximum
and minimum temperature range is much narrower than expected for the impulsively-heated solution, and
similar to the range predicted by changing the heating magnitude, implying that at least for this simulation,
we cannot generate high-temperature plasma by changing the heating stratification. The cycle times of the
footpoint simulations are generally longer than the cooling time of the impulsively heated loop (shown as a
dashed line in the right panel of Figure 21), though we can achieve rapid cycling through a small range of
temperatures for highly stratified heating.
Next, we take the apex temperature and density and fold it through the XRT Be-thin and four AIA
channel response functions, shown in Figure 7. We calculate the time lag in the light curves between each
channel pair and the relative intensity in the peak of the light curves. We show these results in Figures 22 and
23. We do not show time lags for intensity ratios for α < 0.5 or α > 2.5, as those solutions are essentially
steady. The time lags and intensity ratios are shown as a function α. The footpoint heating solutions are
shown with stars. The values for the comparable impulsive heated solution is shown as a horizontal line.
In Figure 16, the time lags from footpoint heated solutions were typically longer than those of impulsive
heating, particularly in the channels with the largest difference in the temperature response. In this plot, we
find that the time lags depend strongly on the stratification of the heating and can be both larger or smaller
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Fig. 21.— A comparison of the minimum and maximum temperatures (left) and density (center) for the
footpoint (star) solutions as a function of the exponent. The values for the single impulsive heating solution
with the same heating magnitude is shown as dashed lines. The right panel shows the cycle time of the
footpoint heated solutions with stars, while the cooling time of the impulsively heating solution is shown as
a dashed line.
than predicted from impulsive heating. As in Figure 17, we find there are wide range of intensity ratios
predicted for footpoint heating.
6. DISCUSSION
There remains an ongoing debate whether cooling impulsively-heated loops or unsteady footpoint-
heated loops can adequately address the observations of coronal loops. Qualitatively, both candidate heating
scenarios can predict loops that appear to cool and are overdense; however, quantitative comparisons are
lacking. In this paper, we have used a single loop geometry to help identify observables that can be used to
discriminate between these two heating scenarios. Because the nature of the solutions of the hydrodynamic
equations depend strongly on the geometry of the loop in question, as well as the details of the heating func-
tion (particularly for footpoint heating), this is a preliminary study. Regardless, several relevant indicators
were found that may prove useful.
Only impulsive heating solutions produced very hot (> 5MK) plasma. Additionally, the low-frequency,
impulsively-heated loops investigated here exhibited a broader range of temperatures in general. There may
be other geometries or heating functions that could generate high temperature plasma with footpoint heating.
For instance, Downs et al. (2016) found a larger range of maximum and minimum temperatures by varying
the heating parameters in a wave-turbulent model, which produces highly stratified heating similar to the
heating studied in this paper.
One potentially important observable is the time scale of the evolution of loops in different channels.
The cycle times of footpoint-heated solutions are typically longer than the cooling time of impulsively-
heated plasma. This can be understood by considering the energy equation in the hydrodynamic solution.
For impulsive heating, after the heating event concludes, the temperature change is dominated by the cooling
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Fig. 22.— Time lags for the different channel combinations as a function of alpha. The footpoint solutions
are shown with stars, the impulsive heating solution is represented as a dashed line.
mechanisms. For footpoint heating, energy is always being added to the system, implying that the tempera-
ture would first change slowly during the most of the simulation, then rapidly at the end of the cycle. This
slowly-changing temperature early in the simulation implies that the time lags between high-temperature
channels and cooler channels are much longer for footpoint heating than for impulsive heating. We find the
Be-thin-A193 and Be-thin-A171 time lags particularly long compared to the expected time lag for impulsive
heating.
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Fig. 23.— The ratio of the peak intensity (Channel 2 / Channel 1) for the different channel combinations as a
function of alpha. The footpoint solutions are shown with stars, the impulsive heating solution is represented
as a dashed line.
Additionally, footpoint heating can generate very small or negative time lags in cooler channels. This
is related to the minimum temperature the plasma reaches in the simulation. If the plasma does not cool all
the way through the temperature responses of the channels, the light curves can be complicated and difficult
to interpret. Again, this is closely related to how the simulations are constructed; the minimum temperature
the plasma reaches is likely highly dependent on the geometry and heating profile.
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One new observable we identify in this paper is the ratio of the maximum intensities in the light curves
in two different channels. This is not usually measured from observations, in part due to the difficulty
of subtracting the background intensity. For impulsive heating, the intensity ratio between channel pairs
generally falls within a very narrow range, almost independent of the magnitude of the heating. This is
due to the fact that the density is draining slowly in impulsive heating, so the relative intensity expected in
two channel pairs is related to the relative responses in those pairs. In contrast, there are a wider range of
predicted intensity ratios in footpoint heating.
When we changed the stratification of the heating, we found that solutions that cycle through a large
range of temperature due to thermal non-equilibrium exist only for a specific range of heating stratifications.
When the heating scale height is large, the heating is essentially uniform and the solution becomes steady.
When the heating is highly stratified and asymmetric, a siphon flow is established between the footpoints
and the solution returns to a near-steady-state solution. We find that the expected time lags and intensity
ratios vary as a function of the stratification when thermal non-equilibrium solutions are present.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that the limitations of this work. First, we have only considered a
single loop geometry. Due to this limitation we cannot at present make firm conclusions that observed time
lags above or below a certain threshold are not compatible with impulsive or footpoint heating. Instead,
the complete range of loop lengths and geometries in the observed active region must be considered before
making a determination. For instance, Lionello et al. (2016) argued that the longest time lags in the Viall
& Klimchuk (2012) active region were incompatible with low-frequency impulsive heating based on the
loop lengths present in that active region. However, that does not imply that the shorter time lags observed
are compatible with impulsive heating or that footpoint heating could recreate the time lags. Larger-scale
simulations that account for multiple structures along the line of sight and have realistic loop lengths and
geometries must be considered. In the future, we plan to simulate an arcade of loops to determine how
the presence of multiple structures along the line of sight impacts our conclusions. Additionally, we will
broaden our considered observables to include the expected differential emission measure (DEM).
Next, we have oversimplified the footpoint heating function and ignored any potential evolution of the
magnetic field. On the Sun, there is very low probability that the magnetic field or heating magnitudes will
be constant for the many hours of evolution we have calculated in these simulations. A constant geometry
and heating magnitude implies the loops would reappear periodically. Indeed, this periodicity has been
observed in very localized regions on the Sun (see, for instance, Froment et al. (2017)), but it cannot be
expected to be the norm. Evolution of the field and changes in the footpoint heating strength will impact the
plasma evolution and disrupt the expected periodicity. Additionally, it is likely that instead of completely
steady heating, we would expect very frequent bursts of heating at the footpoints of the loops as predicted by
Asgari-Targhi & van Ballegooijen (2012). We do not expect this simplification to impact the results except
in the case where the frequency of the heating at the footpoint drops significantly.
Finally, we have only considered one (very low) frequency of heating for impulsive heating and only
considered entirely impulsive heating (meaning the time scale of the heating is much shorter than the cooling
time). If the heating events were more extended, such as those found by Reale et al. (2000), it would impact
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the predicted lightcurves and potentially these conclusions. As demonstrated by Barnes et al. (2016a,b), the
modeling and detection of hot plasma associated with impulsive heating events is more complicated than
we have treated it in this paper. First it is not only the presence of high temperature plasma, but also the
amount of high temperature plasma relative to moderate temperature plasma that is a constraint on heating
frequency. Second, the amount of high temperature plasma that can be observed depends on the level to
which the plasma has had the opportunity to ionize which also depends on the heating duration. Such work
is outside the scope of this preliminary study.
We would like to acknowledge the anonymous referee for helpful comments. This work was partially
supported by NASA’s Heliophysics Supporting Research Grant NNX16AH03G.
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Table 2. Footpoint vs Impulsive Heating Results for Example Solutions
Channel Footpoint Footpoint Impulsive Impulsive
Pair Time Int. Rat. Time Int. Rat.
[Ch. 1 - Ch. 2] Lag [s] [Ch. 2 / Ch. 1] Lag [s] [Ch. 2 / Ch. 1]
Be-thin-A335 990 0.40 1200 0.07
Be-thin-A211 3870 8.43 1950 1.47
Be-thin-A193 4830 19.60 2340 4.46
Be-thin-A171 4230 3.90 2760 6.91
A335-A211 1770 21.06 510 21.58
A335-A193 2430 48.99 840 65.71
A335-A171 2070 9.76 1230 101.73
A211-A193 690 2.33 240 3.04
A211-A171 780 0.46 630 4.71
A193-A171 0 0.20 390 1.55
Table 3. Impulsive Heating Parameters
M Himp0 [ergs cm−3 s−1]
0.5 1.58 ×10−2
0.75 2.38×10−2
1.0 3.17×10−2
1.25 3.96×10−2
1.50 4.75×10−2
2.00 6.34×10−2
2.50 7.92×10−2
